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Abstract . A high-frequency oscillation envelope in an active laser medium 
is studied analytically and numerically. The transient behaviour of the 
envelope during the development of the generation process has been de
scribed. The mechanism and time of formation, the transport velocity of 
a quasi-periodic envelope are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The generation of coherent radiation, being conceptually and experimentally the 
simple quantum effect was discussed in [l]. Now it has been observed in many active 
media. 

In practical situations the laser generation arises from very weak spontaneous ra
diation, coming from incoherent state. The so-called rate equations approximation 
can be applied to coherent state in nondispersive medium only [2]. This approxima
tion can. be applied to some generation regime, including free running generation , 
giant laser pulse generation and others, but it cannot be used to describe some 
transient phenomena arising from limitation of relaxation times of medium. These 
phenomena are the dielectric dispersion and coherent state formation. The disper
sion of medium may be taken into account by solving the medium polarization 
amplitude-phase equation in a determined order of a dispersion theory. To our 
knowledge only the inhomogeneous solution of this problem for weakly dissipative 
media has been taken into account, see for example (3 , 4] . Thus the transition 
from incoherent into coherent state processes and high dissipation effects has been 
ignored. 

The obtained results are important for cases when the polarization decay rate is 
comparable with cavity electric field decay rate. 

It is known that the high coherence of laser radiation is a result of resonator 
properties only but the generation or amplification is a result of field-medium po-
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larization coherent state formation. In this work we are focusing our attention 
on the analysis of the high frequency (HF) oscillations envelope evolution during 
such coherent state formation and its propagation on the dispersive and dissipa
tive medium from the standpoint of self-organization processes in open unstable 
systems [5]. 

To our knowledge such consideration has not been made. We have studied this 
problem analytically and numerically and obtained the results described below. 

2. Theory 

We assume that the HF-electric field, given by 

£ = L E:n exp(iwot - iknx) (1) 
n 

medium polarization, given by 

(2) 
n 

population inversion, given by 

(3) 
n 

satisfy Maxwell-Bloch set for a travelling-wave laser. 

1 82 £ 82 £ x {)£ 82 47rP 
----+2------
c2 {)t 2 ax 2 c 2 at - 8t 2 c 2 

(4) 

a2P oP 2 2 182112 

ot2 + 217ft +w0P = -3wo-li-£IJ (5) 

av 0 2 oP 
at= 111(IJ - IJ) + liwo £at . (6) 

In Eqs ( 4)-(6) IJ0 is the nonsaturated population inversion value, 1
1
j 1 is the 

population inversion lifetime, / - the laser line width, w 0 - the resonance (carrier) 
frequency, 821 is the matrix element of atomic dipole moment, x is the cavity 

electric field decay rate, kn = ko + 2 ~71", Lis the round trip length of the resonator. 

Small frequency difference between the n-th harmonic and 0-th harmonic are 
included in the complex slowly varying amplitudes of the envelope. We have intro
duced the following normalized quantities: 

en= E:nv 7rliwloD8 

x 
x=

Dm 

(7) 
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Here c5m is the maximal value of time increment at loss-free conditions/ = ic = 0, 
~n is the wave number mismatch between the n-th mode and the resonance mode 
with n = 0. 

In terms of these variables and parameters Eqs ( 4)- (6) after the slowly varying 
envelope approximation can be written as follows: 

en+ (x - i~n)en = -ipn 

Pn + fpn = i L µmen-m 
m 

m 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

We assume that the initial inversion above-threshold is small and fjl 1 is suffi
ciently big. Thus we can neglect the inhomogenity of population inversion satura
tion. Going over to the real amplitudes and phases 

en= Un exp(i<pn) Pn = Wn exp(il/>n) . 

Eqs (8)- (10) can be written as follows: 

dUn W . "' -- + xUn = - n sm -vn 
dr 

dWn + fWn = -µUn sin <lln 
dr 

d<!ln (Wn Un) -- = ~n - - + µ- cos<!ln 
dr Un Wn 

~~ =f11(1-µ)+2LUnWnsin<lln. 
n 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

In Eqs (12)-(15) we have introduced the channel phase <lln = 'Pn - 1/>n, which 
determines the direction of energy conversion between the active medium and the 
coherent radiation. 

At the initial instability stage, when the perturbation amplitudes are small , 
µ ~ 1. For any n-th instability channel there exists limiting values of <lln and 
Un/Wn. When the <lln and Un/Wn attain the limiting values the increment of 
vibration turns is equal to 

(16) 

After that it is reasonable to speak of coherent state formation. Then only the 
vibrations with c5n > 0 can increase. The interval of wave numbers of increasing 
vibrations near the instability region 

(17) 
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Making use of Eq. (17) it is easy to determine the instability threshold. Evidently, 
the instability evolves when µ = xr. 

Now we shall consider the formation of envelope during the above considered 
transient process. First of all, it should be noted here that the semiclassic set (8)

(10) and rate equations approximation (when we neglect pulse duration I ~n I in 
Pn 

comparison with r- 1) are singularly perturbed and degenerate problems. Their 
solutions are essentially different in finite phase space region [6] - near to T = 
0 region of the transient process. Let us investigate its dynamics and duration. 
The Eqs (8)-(10) solutions under constant population inversion, in general, can be 
represented in the form : 

en= )qe61T + >. 2e62T 

Pn = i>.·1(81 + x- i6.n)e6'T + i>.2(82 + x- i6.n)e62 T 

where 

-(r + x - i6.n) ± J(r + x - i6.n) 2 - 4(fx - 1 - i6.nf) 
81 ,2 = 2 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Thus in the near but above-threshold case (1 - xf)(x + r)- 1 <e:: 1 for time 
periods of the order of (f + x)- 1 solution of singular perturbed problem attains 
the solution of degenerate problem (rate equations approximation) for the initial 
conditions equal to variables of singular perturbed problem for r::::: (r + x)- 1. 

Let us represent initial conditions as sum of two nonzero parts, the first of them 
increasing with increment 81 part and the second - decreasing with decrement 82 
part (see Exp. (20)). 

U1 e;ip, + U2e;"'2 = Uoei'Po 

W1e;.p, + W2e;.p, = Woei.Po . 

It follows from Eqs (18), (19) for T = 0 that 

W1 U'; cos('1/J1 - <,01) = -8'81 

~1 
sin(7/J1 - <,01) = !R81 + x 

W2 
- cos(i/;2 - <,02) = -8'82 
U2 

W2 sin( '1/J2 - <,02) = !R82 + x . 
U2 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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Making use of Eqs (23)-(26) it is easy to find 

7r 

1/J1 - 1./)1 = 2 
7r 

1/J2 - 1./)2 = -2 

W1 = f (r - x)2 + 1 + r - x =a 
U1 V 4 2 

W2 = . f (r - x)
2 + l + r - x := b . 

U2 V 4 2 

23 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

Substituting the expression for W1, W2, ¢ 1, ¢ 2 into Eqs (21), (22), the set of 
inhomogeneous equations for U1 .cos cp1, U1 sin cp1, U2 cos cp2, U2 sin cp2 is obtained . Its 
determinant is 

(31) 

Thus the set single solution, representing the dependence between the increasing 
and the decreasing parts of the initial conditions and the total initial conditions 
exists 

bU0 sin (cpo + i) + Wo sin ( 1/Jo - i) 
U1 sin ( cp1 + i) = a + b (32) 

W0 sin ( 1/Jo + i) - bUo sin (I.po - i) 
U1cos(cp1+i)= a+b (33) 

. ( 71') aUosin(cpo+i)-Wosin('l/Jo-i) 
U2 Sill 1./)2 + - = -----'------"'-'-------'----'"-'--

4 a+ b 
(34) 

( 
71') Wosin (1/Jo + i-) + aUosin (cpo - i-) 

U2 cos cp2 + - = b . 
4 a+ (35) 

Making use of Eqs (32)- (35), it is easy to find Ui, U2, 1./)1, cp2. 
Let us investigate the possibility of existing the slowly changing in moving ref

erence system HF-oscillations envelope (the so-called quasiperiodic envelope). The 
equation for a slow phase of n-th mode of the electric field 1Pn is 

(36) 

Below we shall assume µ as quasistationary. This can be done if the characteristic 
time of envelope evolution is much less than the inversion saturation time Tsat. After 
the transient process the rate equations approximation is satisfactory. Making use 
of this approximation for inversion long lifetime media r~ 1 ~ x(l - xr) 

2 ( (1 - xr)2) 
Tsat '.::::'. ( ) In 1 + )( 1- xr mo (37) 
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where m 0 is the average initial spontaneous radiation intensity. 
It is clear that the condition for existing of quasi-periodic envelope is the quasi

linear dependence between <Pn and ~n. Characteristic spectrum width decreases 
from r when r,..., (f + x)- 1 to ~nmax (see Exp. (17)) when the timer,..., 81 1 ~ 
(1-fx)- 1 (f+x) due to relative increasing of mode amplitudes near the instability 
region. In addition, it must be satisfied 

811 - x (1- xr)2 l -1 (1 (1- xr)2) 1 ---- n + «: . 
Tsat f + X 2 mo 

(38) 

For sufficiently small m 0 the condition (38) is satisfied. Making use of Eqs (36), 
(8), (9) the next equation is obtained: 

r 
'Pn(r) '.::::'. 'Pn(O) + ~nr-r-+ x 

where r 2: (r + x)- 1 for the r '.::::'. x case and r 2: 81 1 for the other cases. 

(39) 

It is clear that Eq . (39) describes the moving space structure of an envelope the 

velocity of which is V = _r_ (in c units). Thus transient process duration in 
r+x 

. . . N c I 
resonator pass time um ts IS tr = L (I + x)2 . 

In high above-threshold case the inhomogeneous inversion saturation becomes 
an important factor of envelope evolution. In the next set of equations this effect 
is taken into account 

Un = -xUn + Wn sin(1/in - 'Pn) 

Wn = -fWn - L MmUn-m sin(fm + 'Pn-m -1/in) 
m 

. 0 0 
Mn =f11[Mn cos(fn - fn) - Mn] 

+ LlUm Wn+m sin(fn +'Pm - 1/in+m) 
m 

+Um Wm-n sin(<pm -1/im-n - fn)] 

<Pn = ~n - ~: cos(1/in - 'Pn) 

~n = L Mm U;m cos(f m - 'Pn-m - 1/in) 
m n 

Jn =f11 M~ sin(!~ - fn) 
Mn 

1 
+ L M[Um Wm+n cos(1fim+n - 'Pm - fn) 

m n 

- Um Wm-n cos('Pm -1/im-n - fn)] 

( 40) 

( 41) 

( 42) 

( 43) 

( 44) 

(45) 

where Mn and fn are real amplitudes and phases population inversion, M~ and J~ 
are their nonsaturated values. 
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3. Numerical Results 

Eqs ( 40)-( 45) were solved numerically by the Hamming method. In the small above
threshold case in our calculations we have taken r = 1, x = 0.9. In the high above
threshold case we have taken r = 1, x = 0.2. In both cases r11 = 10-4 and the 

initial conditions are random. The length of the resonator is l = ~ (in c/ bm 
0.1266 

units). The initial width of spectrum is equal to the initial instability region width 
for the above described parameters. 

3.1. The near but above-threshold and r ~ x case 

In Fig. 1 the mode amplitudes of population inversion Mn, the mode amplitudes· 
and phases of field envelope Un and 'Pn, the channel phases cI>n, the field intensity 
I for consequent moments of time are shown. During transient process a coherent 
state between electric field and medium polarization is formed . Transient process 
duration is about 2-3 (in <5;;.1 units). After the transient process the field spectrum 
width decreases due to the relative increasing of mode amplitudes near the instabil
ity region. After that during the homogeneous inversion saturation spectrum width 
decreases even more. Since r ~ x, the phase velocity dispersion is insignificant. 
The phase modulation remains the same. 

In Fig. 2 are shown the phase space sections: (a) (U3, W3) and (b) (cp3, 1f;3) for 
consequent moments of time. The attractor is formed during the transient process. 
The dimension of phases space decreases from 4 to 2 per every mode. 

3.2. The high above-threshold and r # x case 

As can be seen in Fig. 3, during a transient process a coherent state between electric 
field and medium polarization is formed. Transient process duration is about 2-3 
(in <5;;. 1 units). After that transient process, in contrast to the case, when r ~ x 
the linear phase velocity dispersion is significant. Inversion saturation is inhomoge
neous. It induces nonlinear phase velocity dispersion and spectrum widening. 

In contrast to the near but above-threshold case, Fig. 4 shows that the formed 
attractor during inhomogeneous inversion saturating is destructed. 

4. Summary 

HF-oscillations envelope in an active laser medium has been studied analytically 
and numerically. The space-time dynamics of small initial spontaneous perturba
tions has been considered. Transient behaviour of envelope in the generation de
velopment process has been described. The mechanism, time of formation and the 
transport velocity of quasi-periodic envelope are discussed . The main stages of en
velope evolution in active laser medium have been described. 

A laser generation is beginning from weak spontaneous radiation, coming from 
incoherent state. As coherent initial field and medium polarization perturbations 
are increasing and incoherent ones are decreasing an amplitude-phase coherent state 
between the electric field and the medium polarization is achieved. Similar self-or-
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Fig. 1. The near but above-threshold and r ~ x case. The mode amplitudes of 
population inversion M,.., the mode amplitudes and phases of field envelope U,.. 
and rp,.. , the channel phases cl>,.., the field intensity I for consequent moments of 
time 
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Fig. 2. The near but above-threshold and r ~ x case. The phase space sections: 
(a) (U3, W3) and (b) ('P3, "f/;3) for consequent moments of time 

ganization processes are sufficiently typical for open dissipative systems evolution 
for nonlinear stage as well as for linear one [7]. The transient process duration de
pends on medium polarization decay rate / and cavity field decay rate x and equal 
to Ttr = (I+ x)- 1

. In general, the phase velocity dispersion can be neglected when 
characteristic spectrum width is sufficiently decreased. The characteristic spectrum 
width decreases from luminescence line width to amplification line width for time 
of reversal increment of carrier vibrations turns. The spectrum width decreases due 
to initial relative increasing of mode amplitudes near the instability region. For 
special case r '.'.::::'. x phase velocity dispersion can be neglected immediately after 

the transient process. The transport velocity of the envelope is V = c-r-. Thus 
r+x 

c / 
the transient process duration in resonator pass time units is Ntr - -----,-

- L (1 + x)2. 
For example, for CaF2:Dy2+ lasers [8, 9] Ttr ~ 10- 9 s, V ~ c/2, Ntr ~ 0.1-1. In 
the near but above-threshold case during homogeneous inverse saturation the in
stability region decreases, and the spectrum width decreases too . In phase space 
the attractor formed during the transient process remains the same. 

In high above-threshold case the inversion saturation becomes inhomogeneous. 
It induces intermodes interaction, nonlinear phase modulation, spectrum widening 
and destruction of formed attractor. 
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Fig. 3. The high above-threshold and r =/: x case. The mode amplitudes of popu
lation inversion Mn, the mode amplitudes and phases of field envelope Un and 'Pn , 
the channel phases <I>n, the field intensity I for continuous moments of time 
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